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A b s t r a c t

The mean energy losses of fast protons in reaction

p + ^H -*• Pp + X were investigated using the ITBP 80 cm

liquid hydrogen bubble chamber exposed to a 2.5 GeV/c

tritium beam. The experimental results are compared with

the predictions based on the sum rule for energy losses

which are valid in the multiple scattering theory when

the completeness condition for the excited nucleus wave

functions is combined with the locality of the nuclear

potential.

(С) Институт теоретическое н вкслегш «.кталыюР физики, 1983



I.INTRODUCTION

In inclusive scattering of fast hadrons on nuclei it

is possible to check several relations based on general

properties of a nohrelativistic nuclear hamiltonian.

One of those relations - the Glauber sum rule for the

differential cross sections which can be derived in the

multiple scattering theory using the completeness condition

of the nuclear wave functions - was discussed in our previous

paper £ij.

In this paper we investigate the validity of the second

relation which is similar to the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule

for energy losses in inclusive hadron-nucleus scattering

h + A -•> hp + I,

when the initial nucleus can be excited or broken but

there is no production of new particles. This sum rule for

energy losses was derived in ref. ̂ 2^combining the Glauber-

Si tenko multiple scattering theory with the completeness

condition of nuclear wave functions as well as the assump-

tion that nuclear forces are local. Therefore any signifi- "

cant violation of this sum rule may indicate to nonloca-

lity of UN-interaction in the nucleus. Such indications

already exist in (e,e)-reactions £3} «rtiere the position of

quasielastic ' peak is shifted on 10-30 MeV as compared with

its theoretical prediction (see also discussion in re

We discuss here the energy losses of fast protons
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scat^erred on tritium. The data which we analyze were

obtained using the ITEP 80 cm liquid hydrogen ЪиЪЪ1е

chamber exposed to a '2.5 GeV/c tritium beam. In this,

paper we discuss also the necessity of introducing some

essential corrections to the sum rule for energy losses

derive^ in ref. £г]{.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sect. II

we explain our .experimental method. In Sect. Ill the theo-

retical approach is given. The results and conclusions

are givex in Sect.IY. In Appendices we discuss the validi-

ty of our theoretical approach and present some details of

calculations.

II.EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The 80 cm liquid hydrogen bubble chamber was exposed

to the separated 2.5 GeV/c
 t
triton beam of the ITEP proton

synchrotron. The chamber was situated in the 2.05 T magnetic

field. The circulating 9.7 GeV/c proton beam interacted with

1*2*15 mm beryllium target. The magnetic system selected the

secondary 2.5 GeV/c positive particles emitted at S2 mrad.

The triton beam was formed by a- two-stage electrostatic sepa-

rator. The contamination of the beam (mainly by protons) was

less than 2%. Moreover the protons can be separated from tri-

tons by visual estimation oX the track ionizations. About

30 000 pictures with an everege intensity of ~10 tritons

par picture were taken. The pictures were double scanned

with the overall efficiency of more than 95%.
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In the course of a canning, two-prong ^Hp-interactions: were

selected for the analysis. For measurements there were" "

used, the semiautomatic devices and automatic PSP-2 system

(similar to HPD) in minimum guidance mode. The ASP program

developed in ITEP was used for the spatial reconstruction

and kinematic fit. About 22 000 two-prong events were se-

lected.

The quasielastic ^Hp-scattering (1) is contributed by

two channels: -*Hp-»dpn (i) and ^Hp-»pnnp (ii). The events

of the reactions (i> and (ii) were identified by momentum

analysis combined with the ionization data. The cross

sections and the statistics of the reactions (i) and (ii} were

given in ref. £4-1.

III.THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

The sum rules for differential cross section and energy

losses in reaction (1) can be written as follows (see

where 2* is the momentum transfer, H*"zl»Vf /2УП •

+27 Vli
 i s t h e n u c l e a r

 hamiltoaian ,27 Vli
 is the nuclear

 hamiltoaian
i s t h e

 vector of the nucleus ground state,

ГП. is the nucleon mass,

г (Л) is the scattering operator.
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If г(&) commutes with the Щ-potential V

which for example happens when п(Л/ and V e.re local

operators we can write the sum rule (3) for energy losses

in the form

.hers ТД.,,.

In this case the mean energy losses as well as the

quasielastic cross section can be expressed through the

elementary hN-scattering amplitudes and the ground state

wave function.

For quasielastic
 J
Hp-scattering it is convenient to express

the right hand parts of exps. (2) - (3) through the single-,

double- and triple - noncoherent scattering terms

"•

In the Glauber-Sitenko approach the scattering.operator

has the form



with I V* " **j/ being the nucleon profile function, "and

is evidently local. Therefore in this case for local

Ш-potential we can calculate the mean energy losses

using exp. (5) which gives

(9)

For derivation of exp. (9) the UK differential _̂

cross section was parametrized in the form тж"-=Ас

Here it is necessary to make two important comments,

i} The second term in the right hand part of (9) is

divergent at ft-* 0. The main reason of this shortcoming

of exp. (9) is the use of eieonal approximation for scat-

tering operator. But in this approximation the second

derivatives of the scattering operator can not be treated

properly (see, for example, £5} ). The consideration in the

framework of Watson multiple scattering theory (see Appen-

dix I) shows that the energy losses at Д «0 are in fact

proportional to 1 /mR
2
, where 2 is the nuclear radius.

Therefore exp. (9) should be changed to

ii) In the Glauber-Sitenko approach tbe longitudinal

momentum transfer ug should
 ъ
е neglected as compared

with transversal Д 1 . It means that in exps. (2),(3),(5),

* 4*Х and A 2 should be neglected. However

for scattering angle & «0 - Д ^ фО and aome cor-

rection to Glauber-Sitenko approach should • appear.
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Hevertherless there is a simple way to minimize this

correction.

Usually it is assumed that the z-axis is directed

along initial momentum К . But sometimes it is much

more convenient calculating theoretical expressions to

assume that the z-axis is directed along the vector

K + K
/ s

2 k - A in the cm. system. In this case for

elastic scattering Ag жО at arbitrary angle. The con-

siderations presented in Appendix I show that the ex-

pression Д Ё (Д)=Д /2rn
 i s va

iia f
o r
 arbitrary angle

(in the approximation of "frozen" nucleons) and the cor-

rections to double and triple scattering terms at Q /

are minimized when the above mentioned prescription is

used. The estimated relative corrections in double and

triple scattering terms are of the order of (Ц-] and

correspondingly.

At our energy the slope parameters of pp and pn

scattering amplitudes are quite different. This fact was

taken into account in our calculations.

We calculated the mean energy losses of fast

protons in quasielastic p H-scattering using exp. (5) and

neglecting only small terms ** 1/raR in Д Ь . Рог densi-

^ the oscillator modelty of the
 J
K ground state we use

J-
1

The detail structure of the sum rule for energy

losses in our case is presented in Appendix II.
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IY.RESJLT3 AHD CONCXUSIOKS

In fig. 1 by blank circles are plotted the mean

rienergy losses in quasielastic •'Hp-scattering at 2.5

GeV/c (T»-3i8MeV) as the functions of

By the solid curve in this figure there are shown

the results of nonrelativistic theoretical calculations.

As it can be seen from fig.1 the mean energy los-

ses are linear on А /2.УП. in a rather broad interval

а/2тп ^ о.З GeV where the agreement between the data

and the theoretical curve is rather good. The main reason

of this linearity is a very weak dependence of

and 6><O/ASl in езф. (7) on Д
2
 .

.Some discrepancy of theoretical curve and experi-

mental results can be seen at A / 2 W ^ 0.3 GeV.This

discrepancy can be related to the relativistic effects

as well as to the finite ^g corrections. Moreover

at lar&e Д thers are important also effects

related to the phase space limitations which were

neglected in calculations.

The slope of the theoretical curve is aiout 10%

less than the slope of the single scattering con-

tribution and comes mainly to the double scat-

tering contribution. Good agreement within the

experimental errors between the theory and experiment at

Д/27П »0.1r0.3 GeV indicates that the contributions

due to the nonlocalities of nuclear forces are small
1
,

Different series of experimental points in fig.1
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correspond to different values of € which is the

upper limit for the exaltation energy of the final

nucleus

Щ. -M, =ДМ<С 6

When £ increases the number of possible states

giving a contribution to the scattering increases

as well. It results in increasing of the left

hand part of the sum rule (5) for energy losses.

We see from fig.1 that the saturation of the sum

rule (5) depends on Д and the more £ the larger

£ is necessary. Moreover for the saturation of

the sum rule for energy losses in general there

is needed larger £ than for saturation of the

sum rule for differential cross section.

The authors would like to thank G.A.Leksin

for useful and clarifying discussions.
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АРИЙГОП I

In tMa Appendix we discuss the mean energy-

losses in. the inclusive hadron-nucleus scattering

using the Wat3on multiple scattering Theory |[bj .

As it was mentioned in Sect.Ill the mean

energy losses in n-i'old collision calculated in the

Glauber-Sitenko approach are given by

where jb ia the slope parameter of UN elastic

differential сгоая section. The first term in the

right band part of (A1.1) has transparent physical

nature and describes the summary kinetic energy of

n nucleons in the nucleus each having momentum Д /n.

But the second term describing the part of energy

losses for n^1 is not dependent on Д and has

unreasonable behavior at jb -*• 0.

We show here that formal application of the

Glauber-Sitenko approach for calculations of mean energy

losses atД =0 gives really noncorrect result. The main

reason is that for those calculations we need the

second derivatives of scattering operator which **& not

be defined properly in the eikonal approximation (see \ъ\).

Therefore we can not use the eikonal approximation and

start from the Watson multiple scattering theory in

which the scattering operator has the form
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where J^ is' the hadron-nucleon scattering operator,

G
Q
 is the nucleon propagator.

For our purpose the weak coupling and quasifree

scattering limits [_б] are appropriate and we write

the scattering operator for n-fold collision in the

U l 3 )

The scattering operator in the Glauber-Sitenko

approach can Ъе derived from (A1.2)-(A1.3) using the

diffraction model for the amplitudes Tj(/f)

(A1.4>

aad the eikcnal approximation for the propagator

(AT.5)

For the scattering of proton on a H nucleons

the scattering operator contains the contributions

of single-, double- and triple scattering
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In the l imit fl> •» 0 we havefl> •»

.в)

We compare (A1.8) with the expression for the

double scattering term in the Glauber-Sitenko approach.

Using (A1.4)-(A1.5) we get

where t j . * . ^

At first sight eacps.fAi.8) and (A1.1O) are very

different. Let us calculate however their average values

for A aO with a weight proportional to two-nuelepn

distribution function
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We find that

if kR»1, R*»/and R «

Evidently the same is valid for triple

scattering term

Co)

The relations (A1.12)-(A1.13) (and corresponding

relations for arbitrary n) explain why the eiko-

nal approximation can be applied to calculation of

hadron-nucleus scattering , amplitude ' at JcR»1 and &**

1/kR. Note also that ПкСО) is finite in the

limit £*-+• 0.

On the other hand if we calculate the

average values %:
к
^кп0 and ̂ j

fc
Fjk (O^we find that

they are completely different because the

former is finite at f?-+ 0 and the latter di-

verges as /P for fi -» O.Due to this divergence

of V^JJKIO) at p*»0 the mean energy losses for double

(and more) multiple scattering collisions calcu-

lated using Qlauber-Sitenko approach are also

divergent at jSi •• 0.
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The mean energy losses in a double collision

at £b sO is proportional to

(Л1.14)

Рог small scattering angles the dominant contribu

tion to ДЬ.(
0
) is due to the region

and

For those configuration at kRJ^1 we have for the

second derivative of the double scattering operator

at Д = О

(ЛТ.16)

The second term in ехр.(А1.1б) gives the contribu-

tion to ACfo) which is proportional to t/rrSt . The con-

tribution of the first term is dependent on the small

internucleon separations and is proportional to 1/mR

again. Then v/e get

where С is dependent on the two nucleon correla-

tion function. Evidently the same considerations are
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valid for triple (and more multiple) scattering

terms.

For Ok<F 0 the second derivatives of •JK s^^i

include _ derivatives of the exponentials Q »
iM(ft; ••**•*£) n

£ • and derivatives of II . For the region

(A1.15) the derivatives of П give small contributiono

and we have

From (AJ_. 18) we conclude that A -dependence

of AC. (A/is described correctly by the Glauber-

Sitenko approach. Therefore unstead (A1.1) for the

mean energy losses in n-fold collision we should

v/rite

Expressions (A1.6)-(A1.9) tell us how to minimize

corrections at 0^=0 which come from derivatives of П .

As those corrections are mainly important in the

double scattering terms we should minimize the

phasekRj»c-(k-4)Rj)c when z -
k
 ~ R and 1зЛ « R

2
.This

happens when in c.m.j. the .z-axis is directed along

the vector к *K
/
s2K-.'3. i

n
 this case for elastic

scattering we have « j «0 for aibitrary angle. For

triple scattering- term the correction due to A f «0

in this case- *s also numerically much smaller than in
the case when z-axis is directed along ft .
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APPEHDIX II

The sum rules for differential cross sections and

energy losses с in reaction p + H -» p + X can be

written as follows:

(A2
 „

CM.3)

U.I indicates on what nucleons of H nuclei the

interaction of the incident proton p is occuring

during i-fold collision (064 *p,n; ̂L=pn,nn;^=pnn).

The coefficients Sab*i in exps.(A2.1)-CA2.2) have

the following form:

312

(A2.6)

(А2.7)

V
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The expressions for ty^k,2)and <*Q<,A)are given in

1J .The coefficients
 n
a/-i in (A2.3) may be

written as follows

nJJ = П ^
л
г 1 (

A2#9
)

+в
а
 (А2.10)

For numerical calculations UU elastic differen-

tial cross sections were reconstructed - using the

phase shift analysis of refs.
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ш

Q1

• •

A *

0.1 о.2 аз
, GeV

a«an energy losses of fast protons in the reaction

p - f % - * p » + X at 2.5 GeV/c tritium momentum (T «318 MeV)

in the tritium rest frame as a^function &/2*n
t
 irtiere Д

is the momentum transfer, в is the nucleon nae«. The experimen-

tal points correspond to the foilwing restrictions (see text):

A — £ «25 ItoV, • - t «50 MeV, • - t "100 MeVt • — £ -150 MeV,
O — all «rents (which corresponds to £• «250 HeV the upper

llait at T-318 MeV). The solid curvi represent» the res>ilt of
calculations based on the sum rule for energy losses in the mul-
tiple scattering theory.
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